The mechanisms by which odors induce instinctive behaviors are largely unknown. Odor detection in the mouse nose is mediated by >1,000 different odorant receptors (ORs) and trace amine-associated receptors (TAARs). Odor perceptions are encoded combinatorially by ORs and can be altered by slight changes in the combination of activated receptors. However, the stereotyped nature of instinctive odor responses suggests the involvement of specific receptors and genetically programmed neural circuits relatively immune to extraneous odor stimuli and receptor inputs. Here, we report that, contrary to expectation, innate odor-induced behaviors can be context-dependent. First, different ligands for a given TAAR can vary in behavioral effect. Second, when combined, some attractive and aversive odorants neutralize one another’s behavioral effects. Both a TAAR ligand and a common odorant block aversion to a predator odor, indicating that this ability is not unique to TAARs and can extend to an aversive response of potential importance to survival. In vitro testing of single receptors with binary odorant mixtures indicates that behavioral blocking can occur without receptor antagonism in the nose. Moreover, genetic ablation of a single receptor prevents its cognate ligand from blocking predator odor aversion, indicating that the blocking requires sensory input from the receptor. Together, these findings indicate that innate odor-induced behaviors can depend on context, that signals from a single receptor can block innate odor aversion, and that instinctive behavioral responses to odors can be modulated by interactions in the brain among signals derived from different receptors.

The mammalian olfactory system detects a multitude of volatile chemicals perceived as odors as well as social cues that elicit instinctive behaviors (1–3). The olfactory epithelium of the mouse contains ~1,000 different ORs and 14 trace amine-associated receptors (TAARs), each expressed by a different subset of olfactory sensory neurons (4–13). An accessory olfactory structure, the vomeronasal organ, also detects social cues but using different receptors (7, 14). Moreover, sensory neurons expressing TAARs appear to comprise a separate lineage (18–20), and genes encoding ORs and TAARs have different nuclear locations (20), which may contribute to TAARs’ segregated expression in different neurons. At least some TAARs specifically recognize volatile amines, and two are required for behavioral attraction or avoidance to animal-derived amines (10, 21–23). In addition, one zebrafish TAAR ligand is aversive to fish (24), and one human TAAR detects an odorant aversive to humans as well as rotten fish (17, 25, 26). These observations have raised the possibility that the TAAR family may have an evolutionarily conserved ability to induce innate responses, particularly aversion. Alternatively, or in addition, TAAR conservation could derive from an ability for high-sensitivity detection of amines (23).

In mice, attractive and aversive responses can be either learned by association with other attractive or aversive stimuli or innate. Inmate odor responses, such as aversive responses to predator odors (3, 21, 23, 27–32), are similar among individuals. The stereotyped nature of these responses suggests the existence of genetically determined neural circuits in which olfactory sensory input from a given receptor or combination of receptors has a high probability of eliciting a specific response. Their similarity among individuals also suggests that these responses may be immune to other olfactory inputs. For example, whereas changes in the combination of activated ORs can change a perceived odor, predator odor activation of a particular receptor may induce instinctive aversive behavior regardless of what other receptors are simultaneously activated by other odorants in the environment. One receptor in the vomeronasal organ has been linked to mating behavior (33). However, the only nasal receptors demonstrated to play a role in innate odor responses thus far are the two mouse TAARs mentioned above (22, 23), suggesting that further study of the TAAR family could provide added insight into the mechanisms underlying innate odor responses.

Here, we initially set out to investigate whether other mouse TAARs might also induce attraction or aversion. We conducted a high-throughput screen to identify additional mouse TAAR ligands and then tested individual ligands for the ability to cause attractive or aversive behavior in mice. Many, but not all, TAAR ligands elicited attraction or aversion. However, different ligands for the same TAAR often had different effects. Even for a TAAR known to be involved in innate attraction, one ligand could be attractive and another one neutral, despite similar affinity interactions with the receptor. One potential explanation was that innate behavioral responses to odors can be context-dependent and influenced by the combination of receptors activated by an odorant. Consistent with this model, some attractive and aversive odorants blocked each other.
other’s behavioral effects. In vitro studies of ligand–receptor interactions and behavioral studies of receptor knockout (KO) mice indicated that the observed blocking effects can occur without receptor antagonism in the nose and can require sensory input from a single receptor.

Results

Identification of Additional TAAR Ligands. We first sought to identify additional mouse TAAR ligands beyond the small number already known (10, 34). To this end, we conducted a high-throughput chemical screen for TAAR activators using TAARs expressed individually in HEK293 tissue culture cells (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1). We identified 16 additional TAAR agonists, all volatile amines. Single odorants activated one to six TAARs, and, consistent with previous findings (10, 34), some TAARs responded to more than one odorant.

Numerous TAAR Ligands, as Well as Other Odorants, Induce Innate Attraction or Aversion. We next examined individual TAAR ligands for the ability to stimulate attractive or aversive behavior in naïve male mice. We used the olfactory preference test, which measures whether animals spend significantly more time investigating filter paper containing an odorant versus water (attraction) or significantly less time (aversion) (30). Strikingly, over half of TAAR ligands tested (10 of 19) induced a behavioral response, including three previously reported to do so (Fig. 1B and Fig. S2)(21–23). Seven ligands stimulated attraction, and three caused aversion. Aversion to the latter three ligands was also seen using an innate
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Fig. 1. A number of TAAR ligands and other odorants elicit innate attraction or aversion. (A) Individual mouse TAARs were expressed in HEK293 cells and tested for responses to different odorants. Shown here are 19 of 24 odorants, all amines, which activated one or more TAARs (see Materials and Methods for full names). Colored boxes indicate EC50 values. Individual odorants activated one to six TAARs. (B and C) The olfactory preference test was used to assess the ability of 19 TAAR ligands (B) and 54 other odorants (C) to elicit attractive or aversive behavior. The test measures the time an animal spends investigating filter paper containing odorant or water during a 3-min period. Odorant abbreviations are shown at left (see Materials and Methods for full names). Bars indicate mean investigation time and error bars show SEM (n = 5–10 animals/odorant or water). Asterisks indicate responses significantly different from water (unpaired t test; two-tailed): *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. Bars are colored to indicate aversion (red), attraction (blue), or a neutral response (gray). Images of mice displaying aversive and attractive responses to filter paper (pseudocolored in red or blue) are seen above in B.
avoidance test, in which animals spent a significantly lower proportion of time in the third of the cage containing an aversive odorant (Fig. S3). Interestingly, four neutral TAAR agonists [N,N-dimethylcyclohexylamine (DMC), heptylamine (HEP), N,N-dimethyloctylamine (DMO), 2-methyl-1-pyrroline (M1P)] also elicited avoidance by this measure, indicating differences in the two assays. These differences presumably result from the analysis of close proximity to the odorant in the olfactory preference test versus analysis of time spent in a relatively large area of the cage in the innate avoidance test.

For comparison, we also tested 54 other odorants (Fig. 1C and Fig. S2). Based on their structures, we assigned these odorants to 13 odorant classes: alcohols, aldehydes, other amines, azines, camphors, carboxylic acids, esters, ketones, musks, terpenes, thiazoles, thiols, and vanillin-like compounds (14). Surprisingly, many of these odorants also elicited attraction (9 of 54) or aversion (19 of 54). Consistent with previous studies, the fear-inducing fox predator odor, 2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline (TMT) caused aversion, and male and female mouse urine (MMU and FMU) both stimulated attraction (Fig. 1C and Fig. S4) (29–32, 35). Some odorant classes (azines, terpenes, thiols) included odorants with different behavioral effects whereas others (camphors and thiazoles) included only aversive odorants and still others (esters, ketones, and vanillin-like compounds) were uniformly neutral (Figs. S2 and S3).

Further testing showed that the behavioral responses, whether they are attractive, aversive, or neutral, can be concentration-dependent (Fig. S6). Whereas a few odorants maintained their behavioral effects at lower concentrations, others lost their behavioral effects or induced a different behavior. For example, TMT and the aversive TAAR ligand, isooctylamine (IAA), both became attractive when their concentration was lowered by 10^2- or 10^4-fold (Fig. S6A).

These results are consistent with the idea that TAAR ligands, and likely TAARs, can elicit attractive or aversive behaviors. However, the results also reveal that TAAR ligands are not unique in this regard. A number of other odorants likely to be detected by ORs can also stimulate these behaviors. It is likely that the observed behavioral responses to many or all of these odorants are innate, not learned, because animals were first exposed to them during the behavioral assay. However, it cannot be excluded that animals had previous experience with some odorants, because of their association with, for example, littermates, bedding, or food.

**Ligands for the Same TAAR Have Varied Behavioral Effects.** As already noted, innate behavioral responses to odorants are stereotyped and occur without prior learning. These characteristics suggest the involvement of specific olfactory receptors that feed into hard-wired neural circuits that may operate independently of signals generated by other receptors.

Our studies showed that ligands for the same TAAR, identified using a heterologous system, can have varied effects on behavior (Fig. 2A and Fig. S7). Different ligands for the same TAAR were attractive or neutral for four TAARs; aversive or neutral for two TAARs; and attractive, neutral, or aversive for another two TAARs.

Hierarchical clustering failed to reveal consistent correlations between the behavioral effects of TAAR ligands and the receptors they activated (Fig. 2B). Although a degree of clustering was seen for some ligands that caused the same behavioral response, ligands that elicited different responses were largely interspersed.

One possible explanation for the varied behavioral effects of ligands for a given TAAR is that the TAAR has no effect on behavior. For example, some ligands for that TAAR might induce innate aversion by activating ORs whose identities are unknown. However, this possibility is unlikely to be the case for TAAR5, because ablation of this receptor causes a loss of innate attraction to its ligand, trimethylamine (TMA) (20). Nonetheless, some TAAR5 ligands were attractive, whereas others were neutral. Moreover, attractive and neutral TAAR5 ligands had EC_{50} values of 0.7–100 μM and 1–46 μM, respectively, in vitro experiments, suggesting that different affinity interactions between TAAR5 and its ligands were not responsible for the behavioral differences.

Another possible explanation for these results is that, like odor perceptions generated by ORs, innate behavioral responses to TAAR ligands can be context-dependent in that they can be influenced by the specific combination of TAARs, and possibly ORs, activated. In this model, signals from different receptors activated by the same odorant would have the ability to modulate one another’s behavioral effects.

**Odorants Can Block Each Other’s Behavioral Effects.** To test this model, we examined responses of mice to binary combinations of attractive and aversive odorants (Fig. 3A). We first combined the attractive TAAR5 ligand, TMA, with several different aversive odorants, including the fear-inducing predator odor, TMT.

TMA blocked aversion to two other TAAR ligands, 2-phenylethylamine (PEA) and IAA, as well as the aversive common odorant, (+)-limonene (+LIM or LIM). Surprisingly TMA also blocked aversion to TMT. In each case, the behavioral response to the paired odorants was neutral, indicating that the aversive odorants also blocked attraction to TMA. The neutral behavioral response was also seen using the innate avoidance test (Fig. S8A). These results are consistent with the idea that innate behavioral responses to odorants can be influenced by the combination of receptors activated in the nose and thus context-dependent.

To examine whether odor blocking is concentration-dependent, we tested whether TMA could block aversion when present at 0.01% of the concentration used in the above experiments (Figs. S6C and S9). Even at this much lower concentration, TMA induced an attractive response and also blocked aversion to IAA, PEA, and TMT.

We next tested binary odorant pairs containing an attractive common odorant, propionic acid (PPA) (Figs. 1B and 3B). Like TMA, PPA blocked aversion to TMT, and TMT blocked attraction to PPA. However, unlike TMA, PPA had no effect on aversion to...
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Behavioral Blocking Can Occur Without Receptor Antagonism. How do attractive and aversive odorants neutralize each other’s behavioral effects? One possibility is that these odorants do so by receptor antagonism in the nose. This mechanism would be consistent with previous reports of odorants that can act as antagonists to block the activation of certain ORs or nasal neurons by other odorants (37–39).

We investigated this possibility by exposing HEK293 cells expressing TAAR3, TAAR4, or TAAR5 to different concentrations of their cognate ligands together with varied concentrations of other odorants that neutralized behavioral responses to those ligands.

We found no evidence for receptor antagonism (Fig. 4 A–C). Although TMA blocks aversion to IAA and PEA, it does not block activation of TAAR3 by IAA or of TAAR4 by PEA (Fig. 4A and B). Furthermore, whereas IAA, PEA, IBT, and TMT all block attraction to TMA, they do not affect TMA activation of TAAR5, which is required for attraction to TMA (22) (Fig. 4C). These results indicate that the behavioral blocking effects we observed are likely to be attributable to events in the brain, not the nose.

Behavioral Blocking by One Odorant Requires Signals from a Specific TAAR. To further explore the mechanisms underlying odor blocking, we examined KO mice that lack TAAR5, which is required for TMA attraction (Fig. 4D). Like the isogenic WT mice used in the above experiments, Taar5 WT littermates [Taar5(+/−)] showed significant aversion to TMT but not to TMT plus TMA (TMT+TMA), even though the mice’s attraction to TMA was not statistically significant (P = 0.059). In contrast, Taar5 KO animals [Taar5(−/−)] showed aversion to both TMT and TMT+TMA. A similar trend was seen using the innate avoidance test, although aversion to TMT and TMT+TMA by the KO mice was not statistically significant using this test (Fig. S10).

These results indicate that TAAR5 is required for TMA to block TMT aversion. This finding clearly implies that TAAR5-derived sensory signals act within the brain to block TMT-induced signals from stimulating aversive behavior. The results also suggest that odor blocking can occur via inputs from a single receptor in the nose.

Discussion

Instinctive behavioral responses to odors can be important to individual survival and species perpetuation. In mice, these responses are involved in intraspecies social interactions as well as aversion to predator odors. The similarity of these responses among individuals suggests that they involve selected olfactory receptors and genetically programmed neural circuits, but the underlying mechanisms are largely unknown. Previous studies indicate that at least two TAARs in the mouse nose are involved in innate attraction or aversion to identified animal-derived amines. In addition, studies of fish and human TAARs suggest that TAARs may play an evolutionarily conserved role in innate behavioral responses to volatile amines, particularly avoidance.

To investigate this possibility, we conducted chemical screens to identify additional TAAR ligands and then tested individual ligands for behavioral effects. Numerous TAAR ligands, but not all, induced behavioral attraction or aversion and, unexpectedly, a number of common odorants also did so. However, different ligands for the same TAAR often had different behavioral effects, even in the case of one TAAR clearly associated with attractive behavior. One potential explanation was that the different ligands activated not only a given TAAR but also other receptors and that the constellation of activated receptors influenced behavioral output. Consistent with this idea, some attractive and aversive odorants neutralized each other’s behavioral effects. In vitro analyses of individual TAARs with these odorants indicated that the observed odor blocking can occur without receptor antagonism in the nose. Moreover, an attractive TAAR ligand no longer blocked aversion to a predator odor when the gene encoding its cognate receptor was ablated, indicating that sensory input from the receptor was required for the blocking effect.

Numerous TAAR Ligands and Other Odorants Induce Innate Responses. Our previous studies identified TAARs as a second family of chemosensory receptors in the mouse nose and showed that TAAR expression patterns in the nose resemble those of ORs (10). By screening individual TAARs with >200 varied odorants, we identified ligands for several TAARs, all of which were volatile amines. Ligands for a few TAARs were reportedly present in mouse urine, a rich source of social cues, suggesting that TAARs might be involved in social cue recognition. Consistent with this idea, TAAR5 responded preferentially to mouse urine from adult males (10),

Although IAA and PEA can block TMA attraction in WT mice, these odorants did not block the attraction of KO mice that lack TAAR5, which is required for TMA attraction (Fig. 4D). These results indicate that the behavioral blocking effects we observed are likely to be attributable to events in the brain, not the nose.

Behavioral Blocking by One Odorant Requires Signals from a Specific TAAR. To further explore the mechanisms underlying odor blocking, we examined KO mice that lack TAAR5, which is required for TMA attraction (Fig. 4D). Like the isogenic WT mice used in the above experiments, Taar5 WT littermates [Taar5(+/−)] showed significant aversion to TMT but not to TMT plus TMA (TMT+TMA), even though the mice’s attraction to TMA was not statistically significant (P = 0.059). In contrast, Taar5 KO animals [Taar5(−/−)] showed aversion to both TMT and TMT+TMA. A similar trend was seen using the innate avoidance test, although aversion to TMT and TMT+TMA by the KO mice was not statistically significant using this test (Fig. S10).

These results indicate that TAAR5 is required for TMA to block TMT aversion. This finding clearly implies that TAAR5-derived sensory signals act within the brain to block TMT-induced signals from stimulating aversive behavior. The results also suggest that odor blocking can occur via inputs from a single receptor in the nose.

Discussion

Instinctive behavioral responses to odors can be important to individual survival and species perpetuation. In mice, these responses are involved in intraspecies social interactions as well as aversion to predator odors. The similarity of these responses among individuals suggests that they involve selected olfactory receptors and genetically programmed neural circuits, but the underlying mechanisms are largely unknown. Previous studies indicate that at least two TAARs in the mouse nose are involved in innate attraction or aversion to identified animal-derived amines. In addition, studies of fish and human TAARs suggest that TAARs may play an evolutionarily conserved role in innate behavioral responses to volatile amines, particularly avoidance.

To investigate this possibility, we conducted chemical screens to identify additional TAAR ligands and then tested individual ligands for behavioral effects. Numerous TAAR ligands, but not all, induced behavioral attraction or aversion and, unexpectedly, a number of common odorants also did so. However, different ligands for the same TAAR often had different behavioral effects, even in the case of one TAAR clearly associated with attractive behavior. One potential explanation was that the different ligands activated not only a given TAAR but also other receptors and that the constellation of activated receptors influenced behavioral output. Consistent with this idea, some attractive and aversive odorants neutralized each other’s behavioral effects. In vitro analyses of individual TAARs with these odorants indicated that the observed odor blocking can occur without receptor antagonism in the nose. Moreover, an attractive TAAR ligand no longer blocked aversion to a predator odor when the gene encoding its cognate receptor was ablated, indicating that sensory input from the receptor was required for the blocking effect.

Numerous TAAR Ligands and Other Odorants Induce Innate Responses. Our previous studies identified TAARs as a second family of chemosensory receptors in the mouse nose and showed that TAAR expression patterns in the nose resemble those of ORs (10). By screening individual TAARs with >200 varied odorants, we identified ligands for several TAARs, all of which were volatile amines. Ligands for a few TAARs were reportedly present in mouse urine, a rich source of social cues, suggesting that TAARs might be involved in social cue recognition. Consistent with this idea, TAAR5 responded preferentially to mouse urine from adult males (10).
One TAAR ligand we identified (TMA for TAAR5) was later found to be enriched in male mouse urine and another (PEA for TAAR4) elevated in some predator urines (21, 22). Moreover, TMA-induced attraction required TAAR5 and PEA-induced aversion required TAAR4 (22, 23). Together with the finding that individual fish and human TAARs recognize volatile amines aversive to those species (17, 24−26), these findings have suggested that the evolutionary conservation of the TAAR family may be linked to an ability to induce innate behaviors to volatile amines.

In the present studies, we conducted high throughput chemical screens on TAARs expressed in tissue culture cells and identified additional volatile amines that function as TAAR ligands. We then screens on TAARs expressed in tissue culture cells and identified additional volatile amines that function as TAAR ligands. We then tested individual ligands for the ability to induce attraction or aversion. Odorants belonging to the same structural class varied in their behavioral effects, except that all those classified as camphors and thiazoles were aversive and those classified as esters, ketones, or vanillin-like were neutral.

These studies indicate that mice can respond to a number of TAAR ligands as well as some other odorants with behavioral attraction or aversion. It is highly likely that these behavioral results reflect innate rather than learned odor responses because animals were not knowingly exposed to the odorants before the behavioral assays. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that some were attributable to previously learned responses to environmental stimuli, such as those associated with littermates, parents, bedding, or food.

Evidence Against the Idea That One Receptor Leads Irrevocably to a Given Behavior. As noted above, innate odor responses do not require learning and are similar among individuals. These features suggest the involvement of hard-wired neural circuits that require the activation of one genetically determined receptor or combination of receptors in the nose or vomeronasal organ. They further suggest that innate odor responses are likely to be resistant to other olfactory inputs. For example, predator odor activation of a specific receptor may cause instinctive aversive behavior regardless of what other receptors are simultaneously activated by other odorants in the immediate environment.

However, we found that ligands for the same TAAR can have different behavioral effects. Whereas one or more ligands for a given TAAR were attractive or aversive, one or more others were neutral. Our studies show that the behavioral response to an odorant can be
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Fig. 4. Odor blocking can occur within the brain. (A−C) HEK293 cells expressing TAAR3, TAAR4, or TAAR5 were tested with different concentrations of their respective ligands (IAA, PEA, or TMA) paired with varied concentrations of odorants that blocked the ligand’s behavioral effects. Receptor activation was scored using a cAMP reporter assay that measures SEAP activity. SEAP activity over basal (no odorant) is shown in relative fluorescence units. Error bars indicate SEM (n = 8−24). Responses of TAARs to their cognate ligands were significantly different than responses to water: * (Fisher LSD tests). (B) KO mice lacking TAAR5 [Taar5−/−] or their WT littermates [Taar5+/-] were tested for behavioral attraction or aversion to single or paired odorants using the olfactory preference test (see legend to Fig. 1) [n = 6−10 per condition for Taar5−/− mice and n = 5−11 per condition for Taar5+/- mice]. Asterisks indicate responses significantly different from responses to water: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.1; ***P < 0.01; ****P < 0.001 (unpaired t test, two tailed). Whereas Taar5+/- mice showed a neutral response to TMT+TMA, Taar5−/− mice lacking Taar5 showed aversion to TMT alone. Thus, TAAR5 is required for TMA to block aversion to TMT.
concentration-dependent. For example, TMT and IAA were both averse when tested at 85 mM but were attractive when tested at a 100- or 10,000-fold lower concentration. This finding suggests the possibility that ligands for the same receptor that were averse (or attractive) versus neutral might simply have different affinity interactions with the receptor. Although this possibility cannot be excluded, the in vitro EC50 values for a neutral and attractive or averse ligand for the same receptor were in some cases similar, suggesting that there could be other explanations.

Because a single TAAR ligand might activate not only multiple TAARs, but also ORs (18, 40), one other potential explanation was that, although input from a given TAAR might induce an innate behavior, the behavioral response is not actually resistant to all other receptor inputs. For example, an averse and neutral ligand for the same TAAR might both activate additional receptors, but one or more of those activated by the neutral ligand blocks the averse response, whereas those activated by the averse ligand do not.

In this model, the behavioral response resulting from activation of the specific TAAR would not be irreversible. Rather, like odor perceptions, it would depend upon the combination of receptors activated and whether any of the additional receptors can interfere with the behavioral response.

Innate Odor Responses Can Be Modulated by Combinatorial Odorant Inputs. Consistent with the idea that inputs from different receptors can modulate each other’s behavioral effects, we found that binary mixtures of attractive and averse odorants sometimes elicited a neutral response. The results of these experiments argue against the possibility that this effect is attributable to a simple mutual cancelation of attractive and averse signals in the brain. The attractive TAAR5 ligand TMA and the common odorant PPA both blocked aversion to the predator odor TMT. However, even though PPA was investigated for a longer time than TMA when they were tested alone, TMA also blocked aversion to IAA, whereas PPA did not.

These results suggest a complex scenario in which the ability of individual attractive and averse odorants to block one another’s innate behavioral effects is largely unpredictable. Future insight into the neural circuits that mediate odor attraction and avoidance may provide insight into the mechanisms and logic underlying these interactions. Interestingly, it has been reported that rose oil and the woody odorant, hinokitiol, can suppress the stress hormone responses to TMT (41, 42), raising additional questions about the relationship between the ability of odorants to block the behavioral versus stress hormone components of an instinctive fear response.

Odor Blocking Can Occur in the Brain. Previous studies indicate that odorants can act not only as agonists but also antagonists for ORs (37–39). Single odorants have been shown to block activation of a specific OR or nasal neurons by another odorant. However, our studies indicate that at least some of the odor-blocking effects we observed were not attributable to receptor antagonism in the nose. For example, TAAR5 is required for attraction to TMA and TAAR4 is required for aversion to PEA. However, whereas TMA and PEA neutralized each other’s behavioral effects, in vitro studies, TMA did not block PEA activation of TAAR4 and PEA did not block TMA activation of TAAR5. These results suggest that odor blocking effects on behavior can result from events occurring in the brain.

Experiments using mice lacking TAAR5 are consistent with this idea. In Taar5 KO mice, TMA failed to block aversion to TMT, suggesting that sensory signals provided to the brain by TAAR5 are required for TMA to block aversion to TMT.

In summary, our findings indicate that the innate effect of an odorant on behavior can be context-dependent and subject to modification by other odorants. It is conceivable that signals derived from a single receptor can elicit innate behavioral attraction or aversion and involve hard-wired neural circuits. However, our studies indicate that these behavioral responses can be modulated by sensory inputs from other receptors via the interactions of signals derived from the different receptors within the brain. In short, innate behavioral output can be influenced by interactions within the brain among signals derived from different receptors in the nose.

Materials and Methods

Mice. All procedures using animals were approved by the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Adult male C57BL/6J mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory. Taar5 KO mice were as described previously (20).

Odorants. Chemicals of the highest purity available were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, except for TMT, which was purchased from Contech. Mouse urine was collected while applying gentle abdominal pressure from a pool of three to five adult (8- to 10-wk-old) group-housed mice. Urine used in behavioral assays was always collected immediately before the assay.

The TAAR ligands used, with their abbreviations in parentheses, were as follows: amines: 2-methyl-1-pyrroline (M1P), N,N-dimethylbutylamine (DMB), N,N-dimethylethylamine (DME); N,N-dimethylcylohexylamine (DMC); aniline (ANI); 2-methylbutylamine (2MB); 2-methylisopentylamine (MIAP); 1-(2-aminoethyl) pyrrolidine (PEA); 2-hexylaminomethylpyridine (OX); octylamine (OCT); 2-phenylethylamine (PEA); 3-amino-s-triazole (AST); isospermine (IIS); isospermidine (ISP); spermine (SP); spermidine (SPD); and cadaverine (CAD).

Other odorants used, which were assigned to different structural classes as indicated, were as follows:

- Alcohols: 2-phenylethanol (2PE); geraniol (GER); heptanol (HPO); hexanol (HKO); linalool (LIN); octanol (OCO); cis-3-hexenol (C3H)
- Aldehydes: benzaldehyde (BZL); citral (CIT); citronellol (CTL); heptanal (HPTN); octanal (OCN); trans-2-hexenal (TH2)
- Amines (other): hexylamine (HXA); o-toluidine (TOL); putrescine (PUT)
- Alkenes: 4,5-dimethylpyrazine (DMP); 3,5,5-dimethylpyrazine (EDM)
- Ketones: 2-heptanone (ZH2); α-ionone (ION)
- Musks: ambrettolide (AMB); citronellol (CIV); muscone (MUS)
- Terpenes: β-farnesene (BFA); (−)-carvone (−CVN); (−)-carvone (+CVN); farnesene mixed isomers (α,β-FAR); (−)-limonene (−LIM); (+)-limonene (+LIM or LIM); (−)-menthol (−MNT); (−)-menthol (+MNT); (+)-zingiberene (ZING)
- Ketones: 2-isobutythiazole (IBT); 2-isopropyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole (IPT); 2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazole (TMT)
- Thiols: 2-propylthietane (2PT); hexanethiol (HXT); octanethiol (OTT); Vanillin-like compounds: Eugenol (EUG); vanillin (VAN)
Mice were then separated into new cages (one mouse per cage) and habituated again for ≥10 min. In the single odorant experiments, exposure to olfactory stimuli was done by gently dropping a piece of filter paper (1.5 × 2 cm) imregnated with 50 μL of double-distilled water (H2O) or odorant (85 mM in H2O, equivalent to 4.25 μmol), into one end of the cage. For the binary odorant mixture exposures, 25 μL of each odorant (4.25 μmol) was placed on a different end of the filter paper for a final concentration of 85 mM of each odorant. For the dose-response experiments, dilutions were made in water. Behavioral tests were video recorded for 3 min with a Canon PowerShot ELPH300HS camera. The videos were either randomized and scored blind (to the odorant or genotype) by the experimenter or scored double blind by a nonexperimenter. The total observation times were measured during the initial 3 min of odorant exposure.

**Innate Avoidance Test.** The same videos used in the olfactory preference test were analyzed for the three-compartment assay. The test cage was divided into equally sized three compartments, and the duration that any part of mice stayed inside the third that contain a filter was scored by using Ethovision XT11 software (Noldus Information Technology). The videos were not analyzed if a mouse carried the filter paper out of the analyzed third.

**Data Analysis.** Statistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism (v6.04). Hierarchical clustering analysis was performed using the statistics software package PAST (v2.17c) (folk.uio.no/ohammer/past). For this analysis, we used a binarized version of the data in Fig. 1A, with activation given a value of 1, and no activation given a value of 0. Euclidean distances and Ward’s classification were used for the hierarchical clustering analysis.
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